The best way to understand where things are at this point is to go see these for yourself. And I have personally seen what is going on in Paris France not a very long time ago and have been told by people who live in the center of this situation.

If you move anywhere but in the rich territories in Paris all you see are whole Muslim neighborhoods. The wealth of Paris is largely intact, as far as buildings and other works of art are concerned. As for the streets, this is a whole different conversation.

Rabbi Macron is going to be cursed by the Gods for his defilement. Same as many others before him, the Gods will take revenge on them. The center of Paris simply looks like Haj Africa. The people aren't aggressive but the feeling that you're an outsider is really there. Some are actually 'ok' people. Beneath the surface however crime is soaring and the situation is out of control. In all public positions and places of state work most of the time are people who are not French. Actually, the majority if not closely all of them.

I met people that worked average jobs and had nothing and all sorts of wealth about them including phones, cars, and anything else imaginable, way beyond the ordinary. Migrant status entitlement. In most jobs, I hardly saw Whites in many places or during working hours. In leisure time, Whites are still scarce and they do not really go around all that much. Between the working hours you go out in Paris and you cannot find a single white person, you have to keep looking in some areas.

The nightlife in Paris is interesting you will see essentially 13-year-old white girls going around and then Somalians selling them crack and cocaine at a low price in some places. First time free, too. In the middle of the street. With the police just on the opposite side of the street just unable to do anything.

The situation is pretty simple Civilization is under a lot of challenges. You cannot have a country and have 8 million people in it in a population of 70 million that want you to die and write songs about how they want to pull the spine out of your white babies as some "French" artist wrote a long time ago. Countries that mix past a point are only on a tic-toc to either serious revolution, or downfall.
Paris right now is going through a strange situation there are sources saying these are just leftists doing this, but the reality is different, people have unemployment problems, and the gas prices which are used as an excuse are literally the last thing the French have as a problem right now. The situation is really bad. When you go in your own capital and you cannot find people of the same color as your skin the situation is already critical.

The thing is also the 'news' are just claiming these are just some random Anti-fa in the place but if you look at the pics they look like working or unemployed middle age white guys in the protest. These simply look like working class people who are pissed off all this shit is going on and are therefore rioting to be heard. Most of these people seem to be farmers, unemployed and so forth.

The gov itself seems to push forth the anti-fa and get them to riot to belittle the situation and pretend nothing is going on. The anti-fa in all countries is the long hand of the jewish state. When something is about to happen, they send them to riot and destroy, giving excuses to the state to declare Martial law to control the situation. The gov also pretends they cannot find the anti-fa in the day where all PCs and all equipment are bugged to the teeth. But they can find political dissidents as cops leaked and put them on lists for future disappearance. But these dumb anti-fas they cannot find, oy vey. Especially since most of them also post on Facebook how they want to kill whitey and behead the rich. So, oy gevalt of them.

Some retards also constantly whine about these incidents. Of course, the democratic system of the jews is impeccable it never wronged anyone goy. These people are uprising for no reason as usual. Certainly, you have some looters stealing PlayStations from stores and some retard anti-fa who are punching people randomly and set things on fire for no reason but clearly this is not the reason this is happening, it's not about looting stores and overturning cars. The situation is people are being severely wronged in what appears to be every single thing about their living life.

The Judenpresse always presents things as the jews want. For example, a viable uprising because of being turned into financial and demographic slaves, that's anti-fa and opposition without reason. The complaint over being replaced in your own country is unreasonable, too. These people are clearly not going well about it but the government is not going well on them either. So peaceful resolving of matters is entirely alien at this point it cannot happen.

The bottom line also proves that the jew mega-states are nothing in front of the fury of the people, and that is the reality. When people understand that Gentiles are 99% of the population, the jew will be understood to be easily removed by a
single movement or a fart. Jewish leadership of the world as far as numbers and power are concerned is largely an illusion and a spell on the populace. People hate exploitation, what needs to be done in this situation has to be understood that is coming from a specific few with big noses.

Lastly the 'democratic' cream type of people are the only crowd to literally create all the preconditions for social chaos, and then pretend they are shocked and insulted on how it happened. How did it happen! Imagine my shock..

"Oh my, how could it ever happen that I rob people with 50% taxes and most French farmers are virtually nonexistent, and that I also increase the gas prices and these goyim dare come out of the hole, then they come to block the streets with their tractors. Total stupidity on their behalf. I am Macaroni The (((Roman Emperor)))) Goddamnit!"

Speaking of huge noses earlier...Macaroni said he will go down in history as a Roman emperor. Yes, a jewish roman emperor who fell from his throne while corrupting and bastardizing Rome, this is how he will go down in history. Under whose rule the word "Race" was removed from the French constitution. When your people come out in huge numbers with the guillotines and say you need to be beheaded it doesn't look like a Roman emperor to me.